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Market Update — May 19th, 2017 

Dominick Russo and Fred Dial — Editors 

The spot resin market was nicely active this past week; order flow from both buyers and sellers was consistent and 
generated a high volume of completed transactions. Done deals were well spread amongst Polyethylene and Poly-
propylene grades, for both domestic and export (mostly PE) shipments. Spot PP prices had their first weekly up-
tick, since the end of February. Spot PE prices mostly held steady, but there was a pretty big surprise in the con-
tract realm. PE exports to Europe have been good, aided by the weakening value of the US dollar. However, incre-
mental sales to the Indian and Asian regions have been hampered by price disconnection, but sentiment in those 
regions seems to be improving, though there is still a price gap to recover before the arbitrage is deemed open. 
 
The major energy products were mixed amid heightened volatility as July rolled to the front month. WTI Crude Oil 
recovered further; the July futures contract added another $2.50/bbl to settle Friday at $50.67/bbl, nearly $7/bbl 
above the 6 month lows - which were seen just two weeks ago. July Brent Oil jumped $2.77/bbl to $53.61/bbl. July 
Natural Gas futures gave back almost all of the previous week’s gains, dropping $.145/mmBtu to end the week at 
$3.353/mmBtu. Ethane saw little change and remained near $.26/gal ($.11/lb). Propane was up $.02/gal to $.645/
gal ($.182/lb). 

The Ethylene market again experienced reduced activity compared to the previous weeks/months. Spot prices 
eased another cent or so to $.29/lb with a relatively low volume of material visibly changing hands. Spot Propylene 
was equally quiet, there was little impetus for price movement and participants’ interest remained at levels just on 
either side of $.35/lb. May PGP contracts settled earlier in the month at $.385/lb, which represented a $.075/lb 
decline and a 2-month decrease of $.135/lb, wiping away a large chunk of the first quarter’s $.205/lb rise. 
 
Spot Polyethylene trading was strong, transactions came together with relative ease. Pretty much all that was 
needed to transact HDPE injection was available supply at a reasonable price. Polyethylene producers gave their 
final $.03/lb increase a third shot in May, but hopes were dashed on Thursday when a major producer announced 
that they would hold contracts flat this month. Two other producers then shocked the market on Friday by following 
up with an actual $.03/lb decrease for May, leaving their prices up only a net nickel for the year.  
 
The balance of producers had not announced their final May pricing as the week drew to a close and they do not 
necessarily need to follow lower, especially those strong producers of HDPE for injection, which remains extremely 
scarce. We had previously voiced our doubts for further advancement in contract prices beyond the $.08/lb already 
implemented, but thought a decrease might not come through until June. The market should find some clarity in 
the coming week, and while it’s very rare, a split decision is actually possible, though it would likely not last long. 
 
Spot prices for most commodity PE grades peaked at the end of February and have since generally declined $.03/
lb. However, HDPE for blow molding has eroded $.06/lb as producers dramatically lowered levels seemingly to 
spark demand for this heavily exported grade. Spot LDPE for film saw its typical wide premium erode $.07/lb and 
has become a relative deal compared to other film grade resins. Only HDPE for injection has bucked the down-
trend and is actually up another $.015/lb since March.  
 
Polypropylene trading improved; while there was still a decent flow of offgrade railcars this past week, we have 
seen resellers’ prime inventories thin out significantly and overall supplies dry up. Processors also became a little 
more aggressive with their buy orders, bringing better stability to the market. After rallying some $.16/lb starting in 
December, spot PP prices peaked in the beginning of March and had since fallen $.10/lb. The market now finally 
eeked out its first weekly gain, rising $.005/lb into this weekend. 
 
After PP contracts soared $.205/lb during the first quarter, processors limited their high priced purchases and do-
mestic demand in April slid nearly 5% below the 12-month average and it again feels soft in May – which also 
means downstream inventories are getting low. PP production in April was throttled back 8.5% below the 12 month 
average and the lack of supply is starting to be felt – match them up and fundamentals are becoming balanced. 
Now that contracts have declined $.135/lb these past 2 months and another decrease in June would likely be 
minimal if any, market sentiment should start shifting away from bearish, into neutral, and could potentially even 
turn a bit bullish.   Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from exchange observations as well as interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and 
processors. These are considered reliable. The accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of 
the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and 
we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime railcars delivered in USA. 
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HDPE Blow Molding 
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Resin for Sale 14,303,020 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

PP Homo - Inj 2,732,140          0.480$   0.555$   0.475$    0.515$   

HDPE - Blow 2,479,588          0.480$   0.555$   0.480$    0.520$   

LLDPE - Film 2,003,036          0.520$   0.595$   0.520$    0.560$   

LDPE - Film 1,890,668          0.555$   0.640$   0.580$    0.620$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,740,460          0.500$   0.590$   0.505$    0.545$   

HMWPE - Film 1,526,392          0.520$   0.580$   0.515$    0.555$   

LLDPE - Inj 890,184             0.580$   0.640$   0.560$    0.600$   

LDPE - Inj 734,000             0.580$   0.625$   0.570$    0.610$   

HDPE - Inj 306,552             0.590$   0.670$   0.565$    0.605$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


